one of dozens of electives offered. Students taking the "Compassion and the Art of Medicine" elective may earn 2 or 3 credits, depending on whether they write 1 or 2 papers.
and describe what it is like to be on the other side of treatment. Several of our presenters are performing artists who use drama and music to tell their stories. We encourage all our speakers and performers to be concrete and personal, and not to shy away from the emotional and spiritual components of their experiences.
For most of these 18 years, I have taught an elective course, also called "Compassion and the Art of Medicine," which piggybacks off the lecture and performing arts series. Our enrollment vacillates from year to year: over the past decade we've had as many as 180, and as few as 110. The vast majority of the students are MS1s, although each year 15-30 MS2s come back to take the course a second time. Repeating the course is possible because we rotate the speakers and topics. Baylor students are allowed to earn credit for a maximum of 8 elective hours during their pre-clinical training; our course is 
Student essays
Papers are 2 pages, single-spaced. The students are asked to offer their personal reflections on the book, not a summary. They may reflect critically on the book, if they wish. But the main purpose of the assignment is to wrestle with the themes of the book in terms of one's professional and personal development.
Students submit their papers by e-mail. As instructor, I read each paper, jot down some notes, and decide on a grade. Grading is easy these days, as electives at our institution are now "pass/fail." Each year I receive 2 or 3 papers that are not acceptable.
I mark a paper unacceptable if: (1) I cannot tell whether the student actually read the book; (2) the essay contains little personal reflection; (3) the essay fails to incorporate the *themes of the course; or, (4) the content is superficial. In these cases I offer the students an opportunity to rewrite or to withdraw from the course.
Each year the remaining 200 or so papers are not merely acceptable; most are fabulous. I find myself amazed and grateful to be privy to the thoughts and fears, doubts and dreams of our beginning medical students. I can't just write "Pass" and record the grade. So I don't. Instead, I do some things that are unconventional, at least in a medical school. I start a conversation. Actually, multiple conversations: student to professor; student to author; and student to student.
Student-professor conversations
I write a brief letter back to the student, telling her what I like about the paper, how the paper challenged my thinking, and asking questions to clarify, extend, or deepen the reflection process. If she writes about personal experiences of suffering or illness, I
acknowledge her situation and offer empathy or encouragement. If the paper shows artistic promise, I offer to help her rework it for publication. If the paper addresses family health issues, I might encourage her to share the paper with her husband, partner, parents, grandparents, or siblings.
I would enjoy sitting down and speaking directly with each student, but this type of conversation is seldom possible. The class is large, and I teach it solo, on a small fraction of my FTE. Talking by e-mail has its advantages, though. Sometimes the conversation continues for weeks, beyond the formal duration of the course. Spreading out the conversation over time allows time for thoughts to percolate and to get used to new ideas. If I challenge a student, she feels less pressure and offers less resistance.
I am amazed at how connected many of the students feel after one or two brief, but thoughtful, e-mail exchanges. I will pass students in the hallway, or see them in the grocery store or gym, and their eyes tell me that we are already in deep conversation.
Having grown up in the pre-electronic era, this unnerves me to some extent. To me, the medium still feels impersonal. To them, though, who grew up "chatting," e-mail is where Journal for Learning through the Arts, 2(1), Article 2 (2006) they feel most comfortable developing their thoughts, trying out new ways of being, and incorporating new information into their old worldviews.
Perhaps we should start a chat room among the students-or do they already have one? I don't know. What I do know is that in their papers and in their email exchanges many are more vulnerable than they are in the classroom. If I assign a book or we have a speaker on some delicate topic, like sexual orientation or mental illness, they tell me things that I know they are not telling their classmates, with whom they feel an obligation to maintain their "medical macho." E-mailing papers and e-mailing follow-up conversations about papers provide a way for students to develop their professional-and personal-character. All it takes is someone with professional training to read their papers, listen to their musings, take them seriously, and take the conversation to the next level.
Student-author conversations
I also connect students to the authors of the books they write about. Each year, the first day of class, I tell the students that, with their permission, I will send a few dozen papers to the books' authors. The students look a little surprised at first, but studying their faces from the front of the auditorium, I'd call it a pleasant surprise. For some, it may even be a challenge-a challenge to write something worth reading.
After the course is over, I send papers to the books' authors. Some have been speakers in the class and are easy to reach. Others must be located through agents, publishers, or websites. I never hear back from some of the authors, but many respond, expressing appreciation for the opportunity to see the impact of their books on medical students and to see the richness of the students' reflections. One author, whom I have never met, sent a hand-written note, saying she was "delighted to receive and read them."
Another said that he was moved to think that he was influencing a generation of future physicians. I enjoy sharing these responses with the student-authors.
Students tell me they feel flattered to have their words read by a famous author, and they appreciate the opportunity to connect with the author. I sense that in addition to being flattered, they feel personally validated in some way, as though they are being "promoted" to a new level of adult and professional conversation. Whereas in college their papers were mere "student" papers, written for credit and a grade, here in their professional training their papers are written to articulate their professional formation, to engender serious conversations. The rehearsals are over. They are becoming colleagues.
They are being taken seriously.
Each year a few students decide not to give permission to share their papers with anyone but me. These students have generally written on deeply personal issues. I commend them for placing clear boundaries around intimate details of their lives, or for protecting the confidentiality of family, friends, or classmates. Some of these students write back, asking for referrals for professional help, or asking for advice on addressing sensitive issues while maintaining privacy. So this becomes an extended conversation as well: student to professor.
Student-student and student-faculty conversations
The third type of conversation is student-to-student and, to some extent, studentto-the-medical-community. Each year, as I read their papers, I cull some of the more insightful or representative statements about the major themes in medical humanities. (I omit any identifiers or information that could be linked to a particular student.) I compile the statements into a single document, organizing them under topics and subtopics. I call the document "Chicken Soup for the Soul-Wisdom from Medical Student Papers." I then email the "wisdom" back to the class, to other medical students, and to selected faculty, administration, and staff. And more conversations begin.
Because I am not a party to these conversations, I cannot say where they go or what they accomplish. I do know a few things, based on what students, faculty, and staff tell me. I know that students are pleased to discover that they are not the only ones harboring doubts and fears, or ideals or sentiments. I know that students are pleased to discover that talking about these issues helps them "work out their salvation," as Kierkegaard would say, albeit with "fear and trembling." I know that getting their "soft" feelings out in the open has a liberating effect, just like letting go of a family secret or coming out of the closet. Medical students, residents, and faculty are notorious for harboring and expressing "hard" feelings, such as anger, cynicism, confidence, contempt, even hatred. Just watch "ER" or "House," or read The House of God. But "soft" feelings, such as sadness, fear, discouragement, uncertainty, or loneliness are often taboo in the competitive, macho world of medicine. Our conversations are designed to violate that taboo.
I also know that faculty and staff are encouraged to see how badly students want to be good doctors and good people. They are encouraged to see that students are wrestling, at the outset of their careers, with issues that their generation often put off until too much damage was done: competing tensions of vocational idealism and career practicality, of saving the world and being happy, of juggling personal and professional priorities. for the idealism to trump the cynicism, and to feel comfortable with softness and tenderness in a world of "hard" sciences. They have just accomplished an incredible feat-being accepted into medical school, and a highly competitive one at that. They did it by bracing themselves, being "hard," being nearly perfect during their college careers. Now, what they really want is to recover: to get back in touch with the rest of their being, to be healthy themselves. Reading this book, writing this essay, and talking about the essay are ways to achieve their goals. 
Face-to-face conversations
Orchestrating conversations in a large medical school course requires creativity.
We have no budget to hire faculty as small group facilitators. Yet, in a medical humanities course, conversations are essential. 4 You can't teach medical humanities with Powerpoint. The medium really is the message.
Having students read books and write essays has proved an effective way to start conversations. Each year I meet with a focus group from the class and ask for their feedback. Each year they tell me that the papers are an essential ingredient of the course. This past year the focus group suggested that second-year students who took the course the previous year serve as facilitators for small-group discussions. "Is this permissible?" I asked. They explained that second-year students serve as teaching assistants for anatomy lab and other courses. 5 The upper-level students receive the benefit of the teaching experience and something good to add to their resumes when applying for residency. I asked if I would have trouble recruiting 10-15 facilitators from their class, and they all volunteered on the spot. We put our heads together and worked out the following deal: they would facilitate discussions in exchange for course credit, teaching and leadership experience, and teaching skills training.
I would conduct a teaching skills workshop with them at the outset of the course and a focus group course evaluation at the conclusion of the course. In between, I would be available to them during class to float from group to group, and after class to answer questions and troubleshoot problems. From now on, students would submit their papers directly to their small-group facilitator, who would read the paper, write comments, forward to me. I would add my comments, then forward it back to the student and the facilitator. And we would have yet another conversation.
We are now half-way through this year's course. The teaching skills workshop went well, and the small group discussions have far exceeded my expectations. Student facilitators have embraced their leadership responsibilities, and their classmates are responding. The hour after the guest presentation is proving to be a most teachable moment.
Over the past 5 years students rated the course highly on their annual evaluation forms. When ask if they thought the course was worthwhile, and whether they would recommend the course to next year's students, they gave mean scores of 4. during my undergraduate years. They served a useful purpose in making me feel better particularly during days before a difficult upcoming exam.
Learning on Real Patients
It made me absolutely quiver to think that for the sake of my learning, a patient may receive sub-quality care, suffer physical damage, or even death.
As I read the first few pages of Complications, it occurred to me that learning how to practice medicine may be like the half an hour frenzy and chaos before a show that you are organizing is about to go on. Your heart races with the pace of doubts sprinting in your mind because you're not quite sure what the outcome will be, but any experienced showman will easily tell you that but somehow, inexplicably, everything smoothly falls together as the curtain opens. Amazingly, though, no one, not even the organizer, can really put a finger on how exactly order came out of chaos. It just does.
At times I am struck by the realization that students themselves create most of their perceived pressure and performance anxiety -patients are often happy to help us learn and offer understanding and forgiveness for our initial inadequacies and deficiencies.
Despite all this kindness, students like me still feel uncomfortable learning such a skilled and potentially hazardous trade via real-time experimentation on very real patients.
In the past, if I was going to give half effort in school, the consequences were poor grades, unrealized honors, or even just a lack of personal satisfaction. Never did the life of another person enter the picture.
The Not-So-Hidden Curriculum
My medical school application essay described my experiences volunteering for a local physician. In the essay I spoke tenderly of the desire to help people, save lives, find 
II. SELF CARE The Perils of Perfectionism
We are selected for having personality traits that are not necessarily positive. We are perfectionists. We often do not work well with others because if we want it done right, we must do it ourselves. We must not make a mistake. We sacrifice all else in the pursuit of learning more than humanly possible. We must know everything. We spend hours taking care of patients, [but] we refuse to take care of ourselves. We are medical students.
Instead of reducing one's career to a competition to be the top of the class, the best of the best, why not relish that which brings joy and meaning in day-to-day professional activities? That is, take joy in what ideally drew me to medicine in the first place.
Juggling professional and personal priorities When I first started medical school, I could not wait to start having stories. Great ER stories, great OR stories, great stories about characters I had met, treated, and helped.
But from reading Dr. Gawande's book, I was reminded how these great stories come with serious footnotes. How tempting it is to leave the uncertainty of diagnosis and treatment out of the tale. How harsh the consequences when good doctors continue to hold those feelings inside and, at variable rates, eventually burn out.
Staying connected
We must not forgot that there is life beyond our medical walls and that we were each once part of that non-medical world. I try to remind myself of this by visiting my family and friends on a regular basis, by studying at a local library or coffee-shop rather than just on the medical school campus, by continuing to socialize in circles outside of medical school, by talking to the security guard about how his weekend went, by coaching a team at a local middle school, and by tutoring young people twice a week. Caring vs. Curing
The vast majority of physicians probably enter the profession for philanthropic reasons, but as Gawande implies, the deification of science, the characterization of patients as unreliable witnesses to their own bodies, and the insistence upon only fighting winning battles against disease will ultimately compromise the good we can provide our patients and the pride we can take in our vocation.
When science is incapable of revealing a cure, compassion can still bring healing.
The Road Less Traveled I envisioned myself forging deep, meaningful relationships with patients, sharing in their lives. I have had the opportunity to walk alongside patients during the darkness of
illness, yet had the privilege of knowing them outside of the label of disease and treatment, seeing them in their natural habitats and sharing in their joy. However, that
has not been possible with as many people as I thought. Also, I understand it involves taking time to step out of the pressure to be efficient, to impress attendings and residents.
It is an endeavor that is not always rewarded, at least, not in the manner we learn to appreciate being rewarded as students. The importance of getting to know one's patients and learning about the human struggle at the core of every illness and recovery is, after all, the reason we all want to become physicians.
While I may be able to prescribe drugs, medications, and advice, I cannot heal the patient. The healing comes from within, from the patient, and all I can hope for is to be there to support the process.
Hope
We have to give hope but when does it become false hope or hope with an ulterior motive? I do not have the answers to these questions but I hope that asking them now will help me in clinics to be aware of the consequences of selling a treatment plan without making sure it will really fix the problem first. is not a unique experience.
V. MISTAKES Admitting Our Mistakes
Gawande astutely notes that fear of legal action has spawned a tight-lipped, don't-askdon't-tell attitude regarding medical mistakes. This is a lose-lose scenario for doctor and patient alike, especially because we humans often learn the most valuable lessons from our mistakes.
It is hard for anyone to admit that they are wrong, but it is ten times harder to admit you are wrong when you are supposed to be an expert or when you can easily get away without admitting it. That is why I felt it was very admirable for Dr. Watts to admit his shortcomings in this particular case. It made me realize that not only is it all right for a physician to say "I don't know", but it is also all right to say "I was wrong."
Accepting Our Limitations
Learning to accept that even our best efforts are not always sufficient is one of the most difficult challenges a doctor must face.
If there is one misconception about the medical field, it is that there is an answer to everything. A doctor is expected to know the problem, cause, and solution to any illness that befalls a patient that comes walking through the door.
Dealing with Uncertainty
Although perhaps apparent, the fact that so many gray zones exist is difficult to grasp for someone first entering the field of medicine--That I, with all probability, will make a medical mistake, that I will someday decide on a treatment option on pure whim, that I might have to look into a patient's desperate eyes and tell them that "I do not know."
One of the great draws of medicine to me as a child was the sense of comfort and certainty that physicians were able to instill in me. I always felt as if they knew exactly what was going on and were able to solve every problem they encountered. This was, of course, far from the truth.
Doctors must face the uncertainties of medicine, while accepting their own fallibility as humans. However, they must view these limitations with practicality and continue to make educated decisions to aim to achieve the best possible care for their patients.
